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Other collections with correspondence with Elizabeth include:

- GB165-0107 Sir John Fletcher-Cooke Collection
  Correspondence with Roger Owen and Elizabeth Monroe on Fletcher-Cooke’s service in Palestine.
- GB165-0123 Sir Laurence Grafftey-Smith Collection
  Letters to Elizabeth Monroe in 1969 about the libellous book Four Gentlemen by Mme Vogt and the McMahon correspondence.
- GB165-0160 Wilfred Jennings-Bramly Collection
  Letter to Elizabeth Monroe, 28 June 1953, with map to illustrate his belief that the Egyptian frontier of 1841 ran from Suez to Rafah, and that much territory in Sinai had been acquired for Egypt by Britain.
- GB165-0164 Ismet Karadogan Collection
  MS letter of 17 September 1971 to Elizabeth Monroe about Karadogan’s association with Colonel S.F. Newcombe in 1917 and 1918.
- GB165-0195 McMahon Promise Collection
  Correspondence on the McMahon promise between Elizabeth Monroe, Elie Kedourie and B.C. Busch.
- GB165-0205 Eric Mills Collection
  Five MS letters to Elizabeth Monroe, May-August 1961, concerning Palestine, Zionism and the Negev.
- GB165-0268 Fitzroy Somerset Collection
  Correspondence between Elizabeth Monroe, Major Monckton and Lt-Col. F.G. Peake, 1967-68, about the Somerset Papers.
- GB165-0308 William Yale Collection
  Interview with Elizabeth Monroe, 1960s; correspondence with Elizabeth Monroe.
In other repositories

- King's College London: Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives: correspondence between Elizabeth Monroe and Sir BH Liddell Hart 1959-1969.

Finding aids: In Guide; Handlist

Publication note: Books by Elizabeth Monroe include:

- Monroe, Elizabeth *The awakening Middle East* (Toronto, 1948).
- Monroe, Elizabeth *Oil producers and consumers: conflict or cooperation: synthesis of an international seminar at the Center for Mediterranean Studies, Rome, June 24 to June 28, 1974* (New York: American Universities Field Staff, 1974).